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ALLOCATION OF ATTENTION WITH HEAD-UP DISPLAYS 

INTRODUCTION 

Head-up displays (HUDs) are being introduced 
into general aviation partly because of advantages 
shown in both military and commercial aviation. 
There are general findings favoring HUDs when 
compared with either typical instrumentation or the 
same HUD symbology presented in the head-down 
position. HUDs have continually shown performance 
benefits for flight path maintenance (Fischer, Haines, 
& Price, 1980; Wickens & Long, 1995) and detec- 
tion of expected incidents or warnings (e.g., detect- 
ing the runway on approach) occurring either in the 
scene or on the symbology itself (Fischer, 1979; 
Larish & Wickens, 1991; Wickens & Long, 1995). 
However, some problems have arisen from the use of 
HUDs. Prefaced by Fischer, Haines, and Price (1980), 
a phenomenon known as attentional tunneling or 
cognitive capture has continued to be cited by a 
number of studies as adversely affecting performance 
in the detection of unexpected events (Larish & 
Wickens, 1991; Wickens & Long, 1995). Larish and 
Wickens (1991) found that, under particularly high 
workload conditions, the HUD induces a narrowing 
of attention, restricting processing to the data pre- 
sented via the symbology. They speculated that pilots 
in that study may have become fixated on the sym- 
bology, thereby interrupting their scanning patterns 
for low-probability events, in this case, the appear- 
ance of a wind shear alert. 

Some concerns have also been raised regarding the 
symbology cluttering the pilot's view of the world 
outside. Superimposing the instrumentation in the 
pilots' forward field of view may make it difficult to 
search the environment for information (Weintraub 
& Ensing, 1992). For instance, studies have shown 
that pilots flying with HUDs failed to notice or 
reacted slower to obstacles on the active runway 
during an approach (Wickens & Long, 1995; Fischer, 
Haines, & Price, 1980). An incident was noted in a 
military report that excessive brightness, combined 
with an overload of symbology, probably resulted in 
the fixation on the display and distraction of the 
pilot. The conditions led the military pilot to fail to 

detect a barrier on a runway, and the result was a 
mishap. In the final report, the presence of the HUD 
was named as a contributing factor to the incident. 

To resolve some of the inherent problems with the 
use of HUDs, one must understand how attention is 
modulated between the symbology and the environ- 
ment beyond, and how this modulation is, in turn, 
influenced by task and display characteristics. The 
fundamental reason for incorporating head-up dis- 
plays onto aircraft is to allow the pilot to monitor 
flight data without requiring attention to be reallo- 
cated back inside the cockpit. HUDs allow scanning 
the environment and scanning the superimposed in- 
strumentation to be a matter of dividing attention 
between these far and near domains, respectively. The 
locus of focused attention is determined by the loca- 
tion of the information required, at that moment, by 
the pilot. Four potential locations for information 
sources exist when utilizing the HUD symbology (1) 
in the far-domain environment on objects such as a 
runway or another aircraft in the area, (2) on the 
instrumentation presented in the far domain which is 
intended to draw the pilot's attention outward, (3) on 
the instrumentation in near domain which, regardless 
of the designers' original intent, is processed closer to 
the pilots' resting dark focus point than to optical 
infinity (see Roscoe, 1987) and (4) inside the cockpit 
on the traditional head down instrumentation panel. 
The distinction between (2) and (3) is at present 
somewhat fuzzy because of difficulties both in mea- 
suring attention in depth and because of uncertainty 
regarding the extent to which image properties, such 
as collimation and symbology conformality, modu- 
late attention along the depth axis. For these reasons, 
it is important to try to establish where attention is 
located at any given phase of flight in order to 
appropriately display data to the pilot. For example, 
scanning the instrumentation and the far domain 
environment are of equal importance during the 
cruise phase of flight, and collocating the sources of 
data at optical infinity should allow the pilot to more 
easily divide attention between the two sources. In 



contrast, the pilot's attention should be primarily 
located on the runway in the far domain on final 
approach with the runway in sight, and not the instru- 
mentation. Here, the pilot will need to filter the excess 
data in order to attain the necessary cues to land. 

It might be gathered from the two scenarios above 
that the presence of a HUD may not always be 
beneficial to the pilot. The second scenario requires 
the pilot to filter or ignore the symbology to satisfac- 
torily complete the goal of landing. The additional 
clutter suggests the data might be more appropriately 
presented on a head-down display (HDD). Thus, a 
principal tradeoff is revealed between the two types of 
displays. HUDs support scanning the environment 
but produce clutter, while HDDs relieve the forward 
field of view of clutter but increase the required visual 
scan. However, the drawbacks of the HUD may be 
lessened by modifying the data to make them less 
salient and less distracting to the pilot. A closer look 
at the effects of clutter reveals how the locus of attention 
can be modulated by HUD design characteristics. 

There have been a number of studies that have 
manipulated the presentation of information on dis- 
plays to investigate the effects of clutter on perfor- 
mance. The general finding from both basic attention 
literature (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Teichner & 
Mocharnuk, 1979; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) as 
well as the applied aviation domain (Martin-Emerson 
& Wickens, 1993; McCann, Foyle, & Johnston, 
1993; Schons & Wickens, 1993; Ward, Parkes, & 
Lindsay, 1995; Wickens & Long, 1995), is that the 
presence of visual data is disruptive if it is not a 
required element to the task at hand. Ward, Parkes, 
and Lindsay (1995) found significantly slower re- 
sponse times to a leading car stopping abruptly when 
using an automobile HUD, as compared with driving 
without a HUD. Similarly, Wickens and Long (1995) 
found that the use of a HUD slowed responses to a 
wide-body jet unexpectedly taxiing onto the active 
runway when compared with using similar symbol- 
ogy presented in head-down position. However, the 
picture being painted for HUDs need not be so bleak. 
Studies by both Wickens and Long (1995) and Mar- 
tin-Emerson and Wickens (1993) indicated that the 
potential clutter effects of HUD imagery could be 
reduced by using conformal imagery; i.e., symbology 
that was overlaid and fused with counterparts in the 
far domain. Methods need to be determined for reduc- 
ing the negative effect that clutter has on pilot displayed- 
data processing. Additionally, the appropriateness of 

the data on HUDs needs to be examined within the 
context of the current task of the pilot. For instance, 
given a particular phase of flight, what data should be 
presented and how? 

While HUDs have been studied extensively, past 
investigations have failed to examine the critical 
issues in all phases of flight, particularly the cruise 
phase. It is in this phase of flight that it important to 
scan the environment for traffic, as well as to monitor 
the instrumentation. This is especially true for gen- 
eral aviation flying where visual flight rules (VFR) 
conditions are characteristic of flight, and ATC does 
not have the firm responsibility of maintaining traffic 
separation. We were unable to locate any studies in 
the literature that evaluated the impact of HUDs on 
the detection of airborne traffic in simulated VFR 
flight, a critical issue for GA flight. The fundamental 
goal of the two experiments presented here is to 
understand how clutter costs (vs. scan costs) influ- 
ence event detection in both the near (symbology) 
and far (environment) domains during the cruise 
phase of flight. Given that our interest is in the effects 
of clutter as a potentially inhibitory phenomenon, we 
vary the amount of data presented to the pilot. A 
second issue concerns how the effects of intensity and 
contrast may modulate the effects of clutter. We 
examine this issue by manipulating the weather (back- 
ground environment) against which the instrumen- 
tation was displayed, and the intensity of the 
symbology itself. While the two experiments are 
fundamentally similar in investigating flight path 
tracking and the detection of near and far domain 
events as display location, symbology intensity, and 
weather conditions are varied in a cruise flight sce- 
nario, they also differed in three key respects. First, 
Experiment 1 is a low-fidelity simulation and Experi- 
ment 2 is a high-fidelity simulation. Second, Experi- 
ment 1 manipulates image conformality, and third, 
Experiment 2 varies the amount of data presented via 
the symbology. 

EXPERIMENT 1 

The first experiment used a low-fidelity simula- 
tion to investigate how pilots would respond to 
events occurring on the symbology, as well as in the 
environment. Three conditions were used to investi- 
gate the modulation of attention: location, intensity, 
and conformality. The principal hypotheses were based 
on assumptions of where attention was expected to be 



directed by the tasks required of the pilots. The 
appearance of an aircraft in the far domain consti- 
tuted a far domain (environment) event. Inasmuch as 
this event was expected, the pilots were required to 
continually switch their eyes and attention between 
the two domains to access information. The head-up 
location of the instrumentation could be expected to 
benefit detection due to the reduction in required 
visual scan. However, the added clutter could also 
obscure the presence of the aircraft and increase 
response time. The near domain events were com- 
prised of discrete changes in the commanded head- 
ing, airspeed, and altitude indicators that needed to 
be detected and tracked. It was assumed that the 
location of the preponderance of data would direct 
attention there. Whereas three-fourths of the events 
involved symbology events, the pilot was expected to 
follow the "action" of the display, moving attention 
primarily downward when this information was pre- 
sented in the head-down location, thereby benefiting 
response time to near domain (symbology) events in 
the HDD condition. 

Intensity of the symbology was manipulated to 
determine if the level of brightness affected how well 
the pilot performed his/her task. The degree of con- 
trast was not expected to influence performance in 
the head-down conditions because all three intensi- 
ties produced large contrast differences. Therefore, 
the predictions were centered on the head-up condi- 
tions where the contrast between the symbology and 
the higher-intensity background was lower and would 
be expected to influence performance. It was ex- 
pected that the symbology with the largest contrast 
ratios would support the best tracking and the fastest 
symbology event detection due to the salience of the 
indicators against the background. However, a highly 
salient display may distract the pilot and disrupt the 
scanning of the far domain, increasing the response 
time to the aircraft events. The opposite results were 
anticipated for low contrast, where the symbology 
would be the least distracting to the pilot and would 
enhance the detection of far domain events. How- 
ever, if this low level of contrast made it difficult to 
perceive the values, the pilot would have difficulty 
processing the symbology-related data due to con- 
trast alone independent of formatting. A mid-level 
contrast was included in an attempt to strike a com- 
promise between the two contrast levels. 

Many of our expectations about how pilots would 
track the segmented path in the simulation were 
based on the weather conditions. Consider that effi- 
cient control of an aircraft is obtained primarily 
through information derived from two different 
sources: the instruments and the environment. When 
the pilot is provided with favorable weather condi- 
tions, the opportunity is available to stabilize flight 
from environmental cues (e.g., the true horizon line). 
In cloudy conditions, when the far domain is ob- 
scured, flight attitude can only be reliably obtained 
from the instruments. One would expect to observe 
better attitude tracking performance in good weather, 
given that two sources of attitude information are 
available, than one would expect to observe in cloudy 
conditions. In addition, if clear weather induces 
more reliance on the true horizon in the far domain, 
this should also make it easier to scan for traffic, 
another essential requirement for piloting. 

Conformality of the symbology set was also ma- 
nipulated. The conformal set was characterized by a 
pitch ladder and a heading tape that were virtually 
conformal with the far domain counterpart. That is, 
angular displacements of the HUD symbology indi- 
cating pitch and roll were identical to displacements 
of the external visual scene. In the partially-confor- 
mal set, the displayed ranges of the pitch ladder and 
the heading tape were increased by condensing the 
distance between the markings. As a result, displace- 
ments of the HUD attitude symbology were minified 
as compared with displacements of the external visual 
scene. Thus, more information could be displayed in 
the same amount of space when using the partially- 
conformal display. 

METHOD 

Design and Subjects. A mixed 2x2x3x3 factorial 
design was employed to the investigate the effects of 
location (head-up, head-down), symbology set type 
(conformal, partially conformal), intensity (dim, mid- 
level, bright), and weather conditions (clear, partly 
cloudy, cloudy). Half of the pilots were assigned the 
conformal symbology set and the other half the 
partially conformal set. The pilots received all other 
conditions in a pseudo-randomly presented order. 
Twenty volunteers, 18 males and 2 females, were paid 
to participate in the study. All were licensed pilots 
with an average of 1288 flight time hours, ranging 
between 100 and 9200 hours. 



Apparatus/Symbology. The environment and the 
display symbology were generated by a S ilicon G raph- 
ics IRIS workstation and presented on a 1024 x 1024 
resolution color monitor located approximately 72 
centimeters from the pilots. The symbology overlaid 
the far domain visual scene, thereby equating the 
optical distance of the two sources. This allowed any 
differences in response times to be related to shifts in 
attention and gaze when extracting information from 
the different locations. 

A two-axis joystick was used to control the pitch 
and roll of the simulated aircraft, and a throttle 
button was used to control airspeed. The joystick was 
mounted on the right arm of the pilots' chair. The 
monitor subtended 19 degrees of visual angle at 
nominal pilot eye position. The horizon line of the 
symbology set overlaid the horizon in the environ- 
ment in the head-up location and subtended 10 
degrees of visual angle. 

The symbology in the head-down location was 
presented against a black background and yielded 
contrast ratios of 80:1, 86:1, and 103:1 for the dim, 
mid-level, and bright intensities, respectively. In the 
head-up location, the contrast between the symbol- 
ogy and the background varied depending on whether 
the HUD was presented against the sky or the ground. 
Contrast ratios of each of the intensities also varied 
with the background and the weather conditions; 
therefore, overall "weighted" averages were calcu- 
lated. The clear and partly cloudy conditions had 
contrast ratios of 1.06:1, 1.14:1, and 1.35:1; the 

cloudy conditions produced negative contrast ratios 
of 1:1.60, 1:1.50, and 1:1.24 for the dim, mid-level, 
and bright intensities. 

As shown in Figure 1, the display consisted of six 
main elements: a heading scale, a pitch ladder with a 
horizon line, an airspeed indicator, an altimeter, a 
distance measuring equipment (DME) readout, and 
a digital vertical velocity display. Both the airspeed 
indicator and the altitude indicator were analog dis- 
plays. These particular scales have been validated and 
are currently in use in the FAA certified Flight Vi- 
sions, Inc., HUD. 

Procedure. The pilots flew a segmented path as 
commanded by discrete changes in three parameters: 
heading, airspeed, and altitude. The joystick was 
used to implement "standard" flight-control dynam- 
ics. New digital command values appearing in boxes 
near the individual display instruments defined the 
near-domain events (see Figure 1). The pilot re- 
sponded to the event by flying to the indicated 
heading, airspeed, or altitude. The far-domain event 
was the appearance of an aircraft, at a distance, within 
the pilot's forward field of view. In the head-up 
location, the aircraft always initially appeared behind 
the instrumentation. The pilot indicated detection of 
this event by pressing a red button on the joystick. 
Although the first two subjects used the trigger of the 
joystick to indicate aircraft target detection, the 
depression of the trigger was found to be difficult to 
use while maintaining the appropriate altitude and 
heading, so the response was changed to the red 
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Figure 1. Symbology set: a heading scale, a pitch ladder with a horizon line, an 
airspeed indicator, an altimeter, a distance measuring equipment (DME) readout, and a 
digital vertical velocity display. 



button on the joystick. The target showed little 
relative movement across the visual field because it 
was located at a fixed point in space, directly ahead of 
the aircraft. 

The order and timing of the events were random 
but were constrained to occur between 5 and 30 
seconds apart. Four changes in heading, altitude and 
airspeed and four presentations of the aircraft target 
occurred in each of the weather conditions in each 
block. Each block consisted of one of the three 
intensities at either the head-down or head-up loca- 
tion for a total of six blocks. The entire experiment 
required about 5.5 hours to complete including train- 
ing and completing the questionnaires. The experi- 
ment was completed in two days with no more than 
one day separating the two experimental sessions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Repeated measures multivariate analyses of vari- 
ance (MANOVAs) were used to analyze the data in 
this experiment. Two precautionary measures were 
taken to provide an unbiased examination of the 
results of this study. First, in an attempt to minimize 
the possibility of Type I errors, a decision was made 
to use 0.01 as the criterion for a significant effect. 
Second, preliminary data analysis indicated that the 
response times were positively skewed. Therefore, 
the raw data were transformed using a logarithmic 
transformation (log10) to normalize the distribu- 
tion. The resulting data closely approximated a 
normal distribution. 

In the interest of space and in an attempt to focus 
primarily on the issues discussed above, the discus- 
sion is limited to the most pertinent data. Therefore, 
many analyses will not be discussed in detail. In 
particular, the conformality manipulation did not 
result in any performance differences between the 
fully conformal and the partially conformal symbol- 
ogy sets. This preliminary finding suggests a tentative 
recommendation for the use of partially conformal 
information sets because a wider range of information 
can be presented in the same of amount of space by using 
this convention. For a more comprehensive review of 
this and other results, see May and Wickens (1995). 

Tracking Error 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was used to measure 

the deviation from the flight path. The use of MAE 
was chosen instead of the typical Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) because the MAE measure is more 
resistant to skewed data and the presence of extreme 
outlying values . Each of the control axes (heading, 
airspeed, and altitude) revealed a performance ben- 
efit for the head-down location (heading: F(l,18) = 
17.09,/ < 0.01; airspeed: F(l,18) = 12.13,/ < 0.01, 
altitude: F(l,18) = 6.65,/ < 0.02). This benefit can 
be attributed to the large contrast ratios of the each of 
the intensities against the black background. All of 
the ratios were at or above 80:1 in the head-down 
location, while the head-up location ratios were at 
their largest difference with a 1.6:1 ratio. It is diffi- 
cult to unconfound the interactions between inten- 
sity and location. In the second experiment there was 
an attempt to equate the contrast ratios in the head- 
up and head-down locations. 

It was expected that weather would have a distinct 
effect on the control axes because of its effect on 
contrast ratios in the head-up conditions. Airspeed 
tracking had the largest error in the clear weather 
conditions (F(2,17) = 15.76, / < 0.01), when the 
contrast ratios were closest to 1.0. Airspeed tracking 
could only be performed by closely monitoring 
changes in the indicator. The presence of the far 
domain data would function to distract the pilot 
from this focused attention task (airspeed data) and 
hinder performance. Conversely, tracking the verti- 
cal and lateral axes involves extraction of information 
from both the domains. Inasmuch as the horizon was 
only visible in clear weather, altitude tracking was 
best during cloudy conditions (F(2,17) = 7.14,/ < 
0.01) in which the far domain was completely ob- 
scured. Heading tracking, however, did not show the 
same clear-weather benefit but showed a substan- 
tially higher tracking error in clear conditions (F (2,17) 
= 592.51,/ < 0.01). This effect can be explained by 
referencing the position of the heading tape and the 
contrast of the symbology against the sky. The head- 
ing indicator, being the highest point on the symbol- 
ogy set, always appeared against the bright blue sky. 
All three intensities provided extremely low ratios 



with the bright intensity nearly a 1:1 ratio. Therefore, 
the pilots found it difficult to track the information 
in the clear-weather conditions, resulting in greater 
tracking errors. 

Response Time to Near-domain Symbology- 
related Events 

The response time to the events on the symbology 
was calculated as the difference between the time the 
command was presented and the time when the pilot 
initiated a significant control movement in the cor- 
rect direction. Each change required that attention be 
focused on the particular value of the parameters 
indicating the change. 

A main effect of location revealed an advantage for 
the head-down presentation of all three symbology- 
related events (F(1,14) = 43.37,/-< 0.01). This effect 

mirrors the tracking results, revealing that the low 
contrast of the symbology against the environment 
negatively affects performance. There was no main 
effect of intensity (F(2,13) = 0.27,p> 0.75). There 
was a main effect of weather, with the fastest responses 

being during clear conditions (2.71 seconds), followed 
by cloudy conditions (2.91 seconds), with the slow- 
est in the partly-cloudy conditions (3-17 seconds) 
(F(2,13) = 17.30, p < 0.01). However, the effects of 
weather and intensity can only be understood within 
the context of their interaction (F(4,ll) = 6.46, p < 
0.01) in the two display locations. Figure 2 depicts 
the interaction between weather and intensity in the 
head-up location, where the resulting low contrast 
ratios were anticipated to influence performance, 
(F(2,13) = 4.34, p < 0.02). The figure shows that the 
intensities providing the highest contrast with the 
background yielded the fastest response times. The 
dim intensity in the cloudy conditions had a contrast 
ratio of 1:1.60, compared with 1:1.50 and 1:1.24 
provided by the mid-level and bright intensities. 
Conversely, the bright intensity in the clear condi- 
tions (where two of three indicators, the airspeed and 
altitude, are displayed against the ground) provided 
the highest contrast ratio of 1.5:1 (and the best 
performance), as compared with the mid-level and 
dim intensities ratios of 1.25:1 and 1.17:1, respectively. 
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Response Time to Far-domain Aircraft Events 
ANOVAs were used to analyze the pilot response 

time to the appearance of the mid-air target in the far 
domain. A significant main effect for location (F( 1,17) 
= 24.19, p < 0.01) revealed a benefit for the head-up 
position (2.90 seconds) relative to the head-down 
position (3.50 seconds). Therefore, the benefit of a 
reduced scanning area more than offset the cost 
accruing from clutter of the added information in the 
forward field environment. Thus, and not unexpect- 
edly, a benefit accrued to the out-the-window sur- 
veillance through use of the HUD. There was also a 
main effect of weather (F(2,l6) = 102.29,/» < 0.01), 
with being more difficult to detect in cloudy condi- 
tions, due to the reduced contrast of the target against 
the background clouds (although clouds never ob- 
scured the targets). There was no effect of intensity 
(F(2,16) = 0.99, p = 0.39), revealing that none of the 
three intensities provided sufficient contrast to dis- 
rupt the pilot's scan of the environment in the head- 
up location. 

The results of Experiment 1 highlighted issues of 
visibility and contrast in processing HUD-presented 
data. Performance on nearly all aspects of flight was 
sacrificed in the HUD location by the greatly reduced 
contrast ratios that resulted. At the same time, the 
reduced scanning provided by the HUD location 
benefited the pilot in detecting far-domain targets. 
This benefit did not appear to be offset or neutralized 
by the presence of clutter. In a sense, this is not 
surprising because the contrast ratios were so close to 
1.0, and thereby added little clutter to the scene in 
any case. 

Although the results of Experiment 1 do not pro- 
vide strong support for the benefit of HUDs, it 
should be noted that the level of flight performance 
with the HUD was statistically equivalent to that 
obtained in the head-down condition when the com- 
bination of weather and symbology intensity pro- 
vided the most favorable contrast ratio. One objective 
of Experiment 2 was to eliminate the confound 
between location and contrast observed in Experi- 
ment 1. A second objective was to examine, in greater 
detail, the role of clutter, while a third objective was 
to examine all of these issues in a higher-fidelity 
simulation. 

EXPERIMENT 2 

The primary goal of Experiment 2 was to examine 
the combined effects of location, clutter, and image 
contrast (defined by image intensity and background) 
on flight control and on detection of both near- 
domain display events and far-domain targets. Thus, 
we used the same general approach as in Experiment 
1, but in a more realistic visual simulation. A second- 
ary goal of Experiment 2 was to understand how these 
effects may be mediated by attention. 

As we have noted, performance with HUDs, as 
opposed to head down displays, involves a tradeoff 
between the benefits of reduced scanning and the 
costs of clutter. The latter have been attributed as a 
causal factor in the few cases when HUDs have led to 
poorer performance in the detection of rare events 
(e.g., Wickens & Long, 1995; Larish & Wickens, 
1991) or performance with digital indicators 
(McCann & Foyle, 1996; Wickens & Long, 1995), 
but the direct effects of HUD clutter have not been 
documented by systematically modulating the amount 
of data on the display. We did this in Experiment 2 
by imposing two levels of clutter. In the low-clutter 
condition, only the minimum information deemed 
necessary to complete the tasks was provided. In the 
high-clutter condition, plausible but task-irrelevant 
information was imposed. In addition, a third inter- 
mediate display format presented the same informa- 
tion as the high-clutter display but low-lighted 
(de-intensified) the task-irrelevant symbology (Mar- 
tens & Wickens, 1995; Synder & Dye, 1991). 

Experimental manipulation of intensity was ac- 
complished by presenting imagery in the high- and 
low-clutter displays at two levels of intensity. This, in 
turn, created four levels of contrast in the head-up 
condition, depending on whether the pilot was flying 
in clear or cloudy weather. In contrast to Experiment 
1, we adjusted the background intensity in the head- 
down conditions to produce equivalent contrasts to 
those measured in the HUD conditions. 

Also in contrast to Experiment 1, our experimental 
manipulation of location in Experiment 2 intention- 
ally confounded location with accommodative dis- 
tance. That is, both HUD and far domain information 
were presented "optically far" (around 3 meters), 



whereas the head-down instrumentation was viewed 
on a near instrument panel, approximately 65 cm, a 
viewing distance that would be typical of a real 
cockpit. 

While our primary interest was in the main effects 
and interactions between these variables, secondary 
interests were in modeling the results in terms of the 
allocation of visual attention to one of three loci: the 
far domain, at which the true horizon and aircraft 
targets were located; the head-up near domain (HUD 
instrumentation); and the head-down near domain 
symbology on the instrument panel. Attention switch- 
ing costs between the up and down locations are well 
characterized by visual scanning. Our interest was in 
the existence of added switching costs between near 
and far. 

METHOD 

Design and Subjects. A repeated-measures 2x2x3 
x 2 factorial design was employed. There were two 
locations of the symbology, two levels of instrumen- 
tation information, three intensity variations, and 
two weather conditions, which dictated the back- 
ground luminance. The actual experimental design 
for the symbology sets is shown in Figure 3, indicat- 
ing that in the low-lighting clutter condition, inten- 
sity was not manipulated between clutter levels, since 
this variable was inherently manipulated within the 
high clutter display. Twenty-four paid volunteers 
participated in the study. All were licensed pilots with 
between 150 to 15,000 flight hours, the average 
being 1,430 hours. 

Apparatus/Symbology. The outside environment of 
the high-fidelity simulation, as opposed to that used in 
Experiment  1, was generated by an Evans and 

Sutherland SPX500 graphics display generator and 
presented on two 3.0 x 2.2 m screens at a distance of 
3.2 meters. The mid-air targets initially appeared on 
the one screen located directly in front of the subject. 
The symbology was created by a Silicon Graphics 
IRIS workstation. In the head-up location the sym- 
bology set was overlaid on the outside environment 
covering a visual angle of 25 degrees across for the 
task-irrelevant (full) symbology and a visual angle of 
16 degrees across for the task-relevant (reduced) 
symbology set. In the head-down location, the sym- 
bology was presented on a 16-inch monitor located 
approximately 65 cm from the pilot, with the full and 
reduced data sets subtending visual angles of 25 and 
18 degrees across, respectively, and 29 degrees verti- 
cally. The visual angles of full data sets in both of the 
display locations were equated to the visual angle 
subtended by the primary flight instruments in the 
Frasca simulator used by students of the Institute of 
Aviation. The high-intensity condition produced a 
contrast ratio of 2.1/1 in the cloudy condition and 
averaged 2.2/1 in the clear weather condition. The 
low-intensity condition produced a contrast ratio of 
2.0/1 in the cloudy weather and averaged 1.9/1 in the 
clear weather condition. Figures 4a and 4b show the 
two data/symbology sets. 

Procedure. The procedure was similar to that used 
in Experiment 1 in that the pilots flew a segmented 
path commanded by changes in the heading, air- 
speed, and altitude of the cruise flight. Again, the 
pilots completed a practice block of trials during 
which they became familiar with the flight dynamics 
and event types. Halfway through each experimental 
block the pilot flew into a cloud bank after, which 
time the second half of the events would occur. The 
schedule of events was identical to that of Experiment 1 
with four occurrences of each of the three symbology 
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Figure 3. Partial experimental design for Experiment 2; intensity and clutter conditions. 
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events and four occurrences of the mid-air targets in 
each of the ten experimental sessions. The experi- 
mental sessions were counterbalanced for the loca- 
tion, clutter, and intensity of the symbology. The 
pilots responded to the flight-path-command events 
first by pressing a red button located on the joystick, 
different from that used in Experiment 1, and then by 
initiating a movement in the correct direction of the 
command. The mid-air target images were hovering 
helicopters, programmed to appear at a great distance 

behind the area subtended by the symbology, and 
appeared at the same frequency as in Experiment 1. 
Pilots indicated detection of these aerial targets by 
squeezing the trigger of the joystick. There were ten 
blocks of trials with four iterations of each of the 
heading, altitude, airspeed, and helicopter events in 
each block. A post-experiment questionnaire surveying 
personal preferences was completed at the end of the 
session. The entire session was completed in 2.5 hours. 



RESULTS 

Tracking. Mean absolute error (MAE) was com- 
puted for the tracking of heading, altitude, and 
airspeed. The measurements were taken when the 
pilots were not responding to symbology events in 
order to understand how the pilots were allocating 
attention when their sole task was monitoring. Figure 
5 shows that tracking performance was consistently 
better in the clear weather conditions along all three 
axes of control (heading F(l,23) = 246.7, p < 0.01; 
altitude F(l,23) = 24.7,p < 0.01; airspeed F(l,23) = 
26.6, p < 0.01) than in cloudy conditions. The clear 
weather allowed control of both the vertical (i.e., 
pitch) and lateral (i.e., yaw) position of the aircraft by 
reference to the true horizon, greater in extent and 
therefore a more sensitive indicator of attitude (par- 
ticularly roll) than the instrument horizon. There 
were no significant main effects of location, inten- 
sity, or clutter on performance on any of the three 
axes of control. 

Detection Tasks. The response times (RT) to events 
that occurred in the near (symbology) and far (envi- 
ronment) domains were recorded. RT was measured 
as the elapsed time between the scheduled change in 
a parameter value and the press of a response button 
with an initial movement in the correct direction. 
Time to respond to both near domain symbology 
events and far-domain helicopter-target images was 
consistently faster with the head-up display than with 
the head-down presentation (F(l,19) = 39.38,/) < 
0.01; F(l,23) = 47.61,p < 0.01, respectively). In the 
head-up conditions, responses were 710 msecs faster 
for symbology-related events and 660 msecs faster for 
aerial-target events than in the head-down condi- 
tions. There was also a main effect of weather for 
events occurring on the symbology, such that the 
response time was faster in the cloudy weather condi- 
tions than in clear (F(l,23) = 12.63, p < 0.01). 
However, weather did not affect the detection of 
events in the far domain (F(l,23) = 0.51,p = 0.48). 
Clutter was found to adversely affect the processing 
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of both the symbology (F(l,19) = 13.29,/ < 0.01) 
and far domain events (F(1,23)=14.20, p < 0.01). 
The remaining analyses further describe the effects of 
the individual factors (i.e., intensity, weather, and 
clutter) and their interactions in both the near and far 
domains. 

Near-domain symbology events. As discussed above, 
response times to discrete changes on the symbology 
were faster when using the head-up display and when 
the weather was cloudy. The latter effect may be 
explained by assuming that in low-visibility condi- 
tions attention is in the near domain since there is no 
scenery pulling attention outward. This, therefore, 
facilitates the detection of the nearer symbology 
events. This was particularly true for the heading and 
airspeed events, both of which indicated consider- 
ably faster RTs in the cloudy conditions (weather by 
event interaction: F(2,22) = 4.95,/ < 0.02). When 
collapsing the data across all three instrument events, 
there was also a significant interaction between dis- 
play location and weather (F(l,23) = 6.20,p = 0.02). 
As seen in Figure 6, RT increased more when the 
pilot's attention was pulled inward and downward in 
the clear weather conditions with the head-down 
display than when it was just pulled inward in the 
head-up condition. Note that the head-down cost is 
approximately one-half second greater in clear 
weather, when attention must disengage from pro- 
cessing the far domain horizon prior to a downward 
shift, than it is in cloudy weather, when attention 
must only disengage from monitoring the airspace. 
This added cost in the head-down condition may be 
attributed to some combination of downward scan- 
ning and re-accommodation. One additional cau- 
tion that should be kept in mind when considering 
these results involves the out-the-window terrain 
background in the clear-weather condition. Those 
items appearing at or below the horizon, specifically 
the digital values of commanded airspeed and alti- 
tude, were against a different background when viewed 
in level or descending flight and, thus, had a different 
contrast than the heading indication which was in- 
variably viewed against the sky. This was not so in the 
case of cloudy weather. Thus, the difference in re- 
sponse times to symbology-related events might also 
contain a component attributable to the difference 
between contrast with a homogeneous background 
(clouds) and that with a variegated background (clear). 
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Figure 6. Mean response time to near- 
domain symbology-related events by 
weather condition and display location. 

The effects of clutter and intensity were first ana- 
lyzed by removing the low-lighting condition. Here, 
the main effects and their interaction could be ana- 
lyzed in a fully crossed design. A main effect of clutter 
indicated that the added information in the high 
clutter condition resulted in slower detection of the 
instrument events (F(l,23)= 15.08,p< 0.01). There 
was also a marginally significant effect of displaying 
the symbology in the lower intensity, slowing the 
detection of the symbology events (F(l,23) = 3.13,/> 
= 0.09). This indicated that the information in the 
low-intensity condition was less discernible and may 
have required more effort from the pilots to process. 
Conversely, the low-intensity symbology may have 
been easier for the pilots to ignore. 

To examine this possibility, we performed com- 
parisons to investigate the effects of low-lighting the 
nonessential task-irrelevant information on process- 
ing the primary instruments. The comparisons that 
were carried out to analyze the effects are illustrated 
by letters in Figure 7. As seen in Figure 7, the high 
clutter symbology displayed in the low intensity 
made it the most difficult to detect the occurrence of 
the events on the primary instruments yielding the 
slowest response time (a) (RT = 2.61 sec). The re- 
sponse times in the low-lighting condition were sig- 
nificantly slower than those when the high intensity 
primary instruments stood alone (b) (^(24) = 2.21,/ 
= 0.04). In addition, when the entire symbology was 
presented in the bright intensity (high clutter) the 
response times significantly slowed as compared to 
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Figure 7. Mean response times to near-domain (symbology-related) events 
by intensity/low-lighting and clutter. 

with the high intensity primary instruments alone 
(i.e., no clutter) (c) (t(24) = 3.32, p < 0.01). Thus, 
contrary to what was expected, there was a lack of 
evidence to show that low-lighting the peripheral 
information can reduce the effects of clutter when 
processing the primary instrumentation. 

Far-domain helicopter event. Similar to the effect 
observed with the near domain events, response time 
to the appearance of a hovering helicopter image was 
also facilitated by the head-up location in both weather 
conditions (Figure 8). RT was not modulated by 
weather conditions because, in contrast to Experi- 
ment 1, the helicopter target was equally salient in 
both clear and cloudy conditions. 

The data were analyzed in a manner similar to the 
analysis of the near-domain events, with the low- 
lighting data removed in order to test for the main 
and combined effects of clutter and intensity. Again, 
similar to the analysis of the near-domain events, 
added information on the symbology (i.e., clutter) 
disrupted performance, making it more difficult for 
the pilots to detect the aircraft (F(l,23) = 14.20,/» < 
0.01). There was no significant main effect of inten- 
sity (F(l,23) = 1.72,p = 0.20) or significant interac- 
tion with clutter (F(l,23) = 1.58, p = 0.22). 
Comparisons were carried out to investigate if low- 
lighting could be used to present the added information 

without disrupting detection of far-domain events. 
As expected, presenting the full symbology set in the 
bright intensity yielded the slowest average response 
time to far-domain helicopters (a) (RT = 2.30 sec). As 
shown in Figure 9, adding the high-intensity task- 
irrelevant information to the primary instruments 
produced relatively slower detection times (b) (t(24) 
= 3.23, p < 0.01). However, low-lighting this added 
information did not significantly slow the detection 
times as compared with the uncluttered primary 
instruments in the high-intensity condition (c) (t(24) 
= l.46,p = 0.16). Therefore, unlike the case for near- 
domain event detection, low-lighting proved to be an 
effective method of decluttering the scene for detect- 
ing far-domain events (traffic). 

Discussion Experiment 2 
Most prominent in the general conclusions is a 

clear advantage for the head-up over the head-down 
location in the detection of events, both on the 
symbology and in the far domain environment. Three 
factors are probably responsible for the emergence of the 
benefits here that were generally absent in Experiment 
1. First, the contrast ratios were equated between the 
head-down and head-up locations. Thus, there was 
an adequate contrast in the HUD condition for 
processing the symbology. Second, the need for visual 
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Figure 9. Mean response times to far-domain (helicopter) events by 
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re-accommodation when sequentially processing in- 
formation in the head-down and head-up locations 
may have added to the response time in the HDD 
condition. This difference was not apparent in Ex- 
periment 1, where both of the images were presented 
at approximately three-fourths of a meter from the 
pilots. Third, of course, is the reduced scanning benefit 
of the HUD. Thus, we cannot establish differential roles 
of scan reduction and re-accommodation in producing 

the HUD benefit, as Weintraub, Haines, and Rändle 
(1985) had done. However, what is clear here is 
that the benefit from both of these factors out- 
weighs the clutter cost of the HUDs in detecting 
the far domain targets. 

However, HUD clutter was a prominent factor, 
increasing the visual search time for the near-domain 
events (high-clutter condition) and disrupting the 
far-domain detection with the overlapping imagery. 
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To some extent, we found that the HUD clutter 
problems could be attenuated by low-lighting some 
of the HUD symbology. Thus, de-intensifying less 
relevant imagery improved near domain processing, 
although it did not fully restore it to the level ob- 
tained in the low-clutter condition. Most impor- 
tantly, de-intensifying the clutter entirely eliminated 
the clutter penalty to far-domain target detection. 

Finally, the data provided some insight into the 
extent to which HUDs modulate attention in depth. 
This insight was gained through observation that the 
far-domain horizon (clear condition) provided a much 
more accurate cue for lateral and vertical control than 
did the HUD instruments alone (cloudy conditions), 
due to the greater extent or higher gain of the far- 
domain horizon. If attention were modulated in 
depth, we would expect far-domain detection perfor- 
mance to benefit during the HUD use when the 
horizon was present in clear weather conditions. In 
addition, we would also expect to see near-domain 
event detection suffer a performance decrement dur- 
ing the same conditions, reflecting a tradeoff of 
attention between domains. These effects, however, 
were not observed in our studies. While near-domain 
RT did appear to be slightly (but not significantly) 
slower in clear-weather conditions, far-domain RT 
showed the same trend, not the facilitation predicted 
by the attention-in-depth hypothesis. Hence, rather 
than trading of attention in depth, the current data 
speak more to a resource tradeoff of attention be- 
tween tasks, independent of depth. Pilots appear to 
invest more resources in processing the more compel- 
ling far-domain horizon, attaining better performance 
as a result but, in the process, marginally inhibiting 
the task of monitoring for discrete events in either 
domain. Such an interpretation certainly does not 
disallow the possibility of attentional modulation in 
depth in this, or other more basic studies (Andersen 
& Kramer, 1993; Downing & Pinker, 1985;McCann, 
Foyle & Johnston, 1993). It only suggests that such 
effects might have been obscured by the greater effect 
of display location. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

It has been shown that, when ample contrast is 
provided between the symbology and the background, 
the ability to perform flight-path command tracking 

tasks is similar in the head-up and head-down display 
locations. More importantly, it was found that pilots 
were accessing information from the environment for 
attitude control. This suggests an additional reason 
for pilots to have their vision directed outside the 
cockpit. 

Additional results indicated performance benefits 
from the HUD for target detection in cruise flight in 
both the low- and high-fidelity simulations. In Ex- 
periment 1, poor contrast between the symbology 
and the background revealed problems with the HUD 
in symbology event detection in Experiment 1. How- 
ever, Experiment 2 overcame these problems by in- 
creasing the contrast ratio to produce a reduced 
response time to detecting changes on the heading, 
airspeed, and altitude indicators in the head-up posi- 
tion. Experiment 2 also introduced low-lighting as a 
possible method for de-cluttering displays. Though 
HUD low-lighting did not produce performance 
advantages for the processing of symbology elements, 
the de-intensified elements were less likely to distract 
the pilots from the task of processing far-domain 
elements. We believe that this result alone supports 
the need for continued investigation of the potential 
benefits of low-lighting as a method of de-cluttering 
displays. 

In conclusion, we present two general observa- 
tions in an attempt to generalize the results to the area 
of aviation, as well as to experimental psychology. 
First, further research is required to establish the 
extent to which depth, rather than (or in addition to) 
task membership, can be used to modulate the focus 
of attention in complex paradigms, such as those 
employed here. Second, for the aviation community, 
HUDs are quickly becoming commonplace in the 
next- generation cockpit. One should recall, as a 
cautionary note, that Experiment 2 revealed that 
clutter adversely affected both near- and far-domain 
event detection. Thus, it is important that minimal 
data requirements are determined for each flight task 
prior to display design application so any data that are 
not critical to task performance can be suppressed 
and clutter avoided. This study was limited to an 
experimental scenario in the cruise phase of flight 
and, as such, may not speak directly to other phases 
of flight. Continued testing of HUD-related clutter 
effects is advised before HUDs can be safely and smoothly 
transitioned into the general aviation cockpit. 
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